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Janet Bush has seen and experienced much in a life that has
been dedicated to a higher purpose - helping others in need.
Born in 1953 in Kitchener, Ontario she grew up in Galt, now part of
Cambridge. Though she initially followed a path that lead her to
become a PSW that she did for a year, it would be a different path
that would come to define her and it would take an act of terrorism
that would seal her future.

Continued...

A country in crisis - in 1970
“I remember the FLQ crisis in Montreal. People were
scared, even in Ontario, and I tried to help those I knew
to cope.” Also known as the October Crisis of 1970 it
revolved around members of the Front de libération du
Québec (FLQ) who kidnapped the provincial Deputy
Premier Pierre Laporte and British diplomat
James Cross. In response, Prime Minister Pierre
Trudeau invoked the only peacetime use of the War
Measures Act. The kidnappers murdered Laporte and
negotiations led to Cross's release. It was a crisis that
terrorized a nation yet inspired Janet to become a
minister in the United Church.
“I have always connected with people to reach their
humanity and I have always been something of a bible
scholar so becoming a minister was the perfect calling
for me so, I entered the seminary and never looked
back.”
It is a calling that Janet has continued to answer for 45
years and continues to do so even today as a Resident
at Caressant Care Fergus Nursing Home where she
has lived for the past two years.

“I do Sunday services. We pray together,
especially in these difficult times of COVID-19. It
is hard to see some Residents distraught
because they miss seeing their families. So, we
embrace them. The sadness is so deep.“
Despite all Janet has seen and experienced in a
life in service to others, she says of the Pandemic
“It feels biblical. I am not sure what excatly that
means but that is how it feels to me.”
To all of us, Janet has a simple message as we
begin a new year.
“I encourage people to look after each other and
to know that things will get better.”
Indeed; truth to power.

A Canadian Armed Forces vehicle rolls down a Montreal street in
October, 1970.
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Sharing the love from one long-term
care home to another
We are so grateful to the caring staff at Forest
Heights Long Term Care Home in Kitchener
who paid a surprise visit to Cambridge Country
Manor to show their love for and solidarity with
their long-term care “family” by surrounding the
home with signs saying, “You Got This, Stay
Strong and We are Praying For You”.
It was a touching moment that brought tears to
the eyes of the staff working around the clock
at Cambridge Country Manor to get COVID-19
under control while caring for their Residents.

“This is such a great example of how long-term care
homes support each other during a crisis,” says Debbie
Boakes, Vice President of Operations at Caressant Care.
“It was so nice of the staff at Forest Heights to recognize
and show their love for our residents and staff.”
Thank you for such great community spirit.
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Stay Well During Flu Season
with Food
Seasons Care provides dietary/food services to Caressant Care Homes.
Contributor: Twinkle Patel, RD, Corporate Dietitian

As the December festivities subside and the ‘January blues’ kick in, the cold and flu season rises
to its glory. The typical cold and flu season can begin in November and last until mid-April. And
despite all attention now focused on the COVID-19 Pandemic, we cannot forget the flu stalks us
still, ready to strike.
It is important to practice a healthy lifestyle in these months. Our seniors often have a
compromised immune system, which may not effectively fight against flu and colds. Therefore, it
is more important to eat well and maintain a healthy nutritional status in these months.
There are many myths regarding foods that may cure or prevent the cold and flu. We all have tried
a combination of these foods to help with our symptoms. So, is there any truth to these claims?
Continued....
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Flu Food Myths
There are currently no recommendations for
foods or supplement use to prevent or treat flu.
More research is needed in this area. The best
way to protect against flu is to get a flu shot.
Cold Virus can be prevented by keeping your
immune system strong and washing your hands
frequently. The most effective way to keep your
immune system strong is by enjoying a variety
of foods.
By following the Canada’s Food Guide
recommendations, our bodies can
meet the needs of essential nutrients to maintain
or strengthen the immune system. Vitamins,
minerals and protein are all important
components for a healthy immune system.
The menus in our Long-Term Care homes are
based on the Canada’s Food Guide
recommendations. By enjoying a range of food
and fluids from what is offered throughout the
day, one can enjoy the benefits of various
nutrients.

It is important to note that our bodies do not store
extra Vitamin C. Whatever we don’t need is
removed in our urine. Which means, we need to eat
Vitamin C rich foods every day to ensure our body
gets the daily dose.
Some of the best sources are routinely
offered on the menu:
Red peppers – 1 whole – 312 mg
Strawberries – 1 cup – 95 mg
Kiwi – 1 medium – 75 mg
Orange – 1 large – 97.9 mg
Broccoli – 1 cup – 81.2 mg
If you don’t eat enough vitamin C-rich foods, you
can also take a supplement.

Some nutrients have proven to help with
preventing or managing symptoms of a cold.
Vitamin C: Vitamin C is found in many fruits and
vegetables. You need about 200 mg per day to
help fight colds, or reduce the symptoms.
Getting your Vitamin C intake is easy. Having a
glass of orange juice at breakfast, choosing
some broccoli soup or red pepper salad at
Lunch and a cup of strawberries for dessert can
help with increasing your Vitamin C intake.

Zinc: Zinc is a mineral that’s found in seafood, beef
and baked beans. All 3 of these are offered
frequently on the menu, in the form of soups, salads
and entrees. Peanut butter is a good source of zinc
and is often offered in Long Term Care at breakfast
and at snack times. Taking a zinc supplement within
24 hours of getting a cold may help you have fewer
symptoms.
Continued...
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Supplements can help
lessen the misery
The recommended dose is not yet known. It is
not safe to take more than 40 milligrams of zinc
per day.
Selenium: Selenium is an antioxidant that
works with Vitamin E to keep you healthy. It is
found in seafood, whole grain, meats and nuts.
Again, all of these are offered on a daily basis
on the menu to meet your nutritional needs of
this antioxidant. There are currently no
recommendations for use of supplements.
Probiotics: Probiotics are good bacteria that
help keep your immune system healthy. To
fight colds, the dose needs to be about 10
billion active probiotic cultures per day. This
amount can be found in some yogurt with
added probiotics. It is important to check the
label as regular yogurt does not contain enough
probiotic to see these effects.
To help fight colds, you have to take probiotics
every day for at least three months before
the cold season begins. Not all of them have
these beneficial effects on colds.
The beneficial products may contain:
Lactobacillus gasseri, CECT5714 or
PA16/8
Lactobacillusacidophilus, 74-2 or NCFM
Lactobacilluscasei, DN 114
Bifidobacterium longum, SP07/3,

North American ginseng:
North American ginseng is an herb. It is available as
capsules, liquid or tea. At least 100 mg of North
American ginseng extract intake is needed daily
during cold season to see a benefit in relieving cold
symptoms. There is not documented benefit in
preventing a cold.
Echinacea: Echinacea is a flowering plant. It has
been traditionally used to ease cold symptoms such
as sore throat but will not prevent you from getting a
cold. It is available in tablets, extract, juice, tincture
and tea formats. For the most benefit, choose
supplements or teas made from the flower or stems of
the Echinacea plant.
If you do take supplements to help fight colds or flu,
make sure they have a Natural Product Number
(NPN) from Health Canada. It is always
recommended to talk to your doctor or pharmacist
before taking any supplements to know what is the
right fit for you.
Apart from enjoying a variety of foods, being
physically active and getting enough sleep also helps
keep the immune system strong.
Twinkle Patel RD
Corporate Dieitian
Seasons Care Dietitian Network
Sources:
https://www.bayshore.ca/2018/02/05/tips-for-stayinghealthy-in-cold-and-flu-season/
https://www.unlockfood.ca/en/Articles/ImmuneSystem/Get-The-Facts-On-The-Immune-System.aspx
Tips for staying well during cold and flu season, 2011,
PEN, Dietitians of Canada

Bifidobacteriumbifidum MF 20/5
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Doing Great Work
A journey home for Laura Drake
It took some time, but Laura Drake finally came home
to where she has always belonged.
Laura is the Administrative Assistant at The Maples
Home for Seniors in Tavistock and her story begins in
the city where she was born, Hamilton, Ontario.
“I decided that I wanted to pursue a career in medical
administration, so I took the Medical Administrator
program at Mohawk College in Hamilton,” she recalls.
After graduation, she began working in the hospitality
field, working at a Hamilton hotel. A chance move to
Waterloo brought her to an opportunity in St. Jacobs
where she worked in administration at the Marriott
Hotel. Her partner was from Tavistock and so the
couple decided to make another move that would be
their final.
“We actually had the opportunity to buy my boyfriend’s
grandparents’ house in Tavistock. We made the move
and I started to look for work.”
That is when she saw an ad for an administrative
assistant at The Maples. “I applied for the job and was
hired. I was so excited to be able to work in the field I
actually trained for.”
Laura says the change from hospitality to long-term
care and retirement was not such a big leap.
“The technical proficiencies are pretty much the same.
You need to have good office management skills. For
me, the biggest change was interacting with the
Residents. Being with them has been amazing.”

Laura provides administrative support to both
the nursing home and the retirement home. Her
office is on the retirement side. Her days are
filled with doing everything from payroll to food
ordering on the retirement side.
“I do a bit of everything,” she laughs. “I also
help with paperwork for new hires sending in
forms to Head Office and helping Joan,
the Executive Director, with monthly invoices.
During COVID, I have also been helping to book
window and Skype visits.”
Laura also does little things to help Residents
such as getting them stamps and making
sure they get their mail everyday or helping to
put on winter boots. She will also remind
Residents when it is time for a meal.
In short, she helps to keep the Home running
smoothly.
Notes Joan Hergott: “Laura is such a wonderful
addition to The Maples team. She always
comes to work with a smile and is like a ray of
sunshine for The Maples!
Continued...
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"Laura can be described as genuine, dedicated, hardworking, funny, smart and her beautiful smile is
contagious”.
Laura lost her grandmother to COVID and the loss has put things into perspective. “If there is something I
can do in my work that can help prevent that from happening to another family, then all the
precautions we must take and changes in the routines we have to adapt to are well worth it.”
Laura joined the Maples team seven months ago. She doesn’t regret a single day she has been there.
She is currently enrolled in the Long Term Care Administrator course taking it via online night
school. She is on track to be done this spring with hopes of someday moving up.
“I believe my whole life was meant for me to be here at this time. It really is like home and I have such
amazing co-workers they really are the best team. Everyone is so dedicated to helping our Residents. And
that is how it should be.”

From student to FNM in just a few months
When Breanna Murray came to Bourget Nursing Home to do
her dietary internship, she had no idea it would lead to her
becoming the Acting Food and Nutrition Manager
at the home.
Born in Halifax NS but raised mainly in Ottawa, Breanna didn’t
always know that a career in dietetics would become her
calling.
"I grew up surrounded by animals, developing a deep passion
for animal welfare, and found myself resisting eating meat,” she
explains. “This led to my need to understand ‘what I needed to
eat’ to sustain an active lifestyle, especially with my favourite
sports such as horseback riding, running and soccer. While
studying Agriculture at the University of Guelph, I became
interested in food research, including nutrition. This
inspired me to pursue my Bachelor of Science in Nutrition and
to become a registered dietitian.”
So, Breanna went back home to Halifax to study dietetics and
then moved back to Ottawa to continue her studies online. She
was accepted into a dietary program that would lead to
becoming a registered dietitian. Part of her study includes
three different placements over the course of the year and this
led her to Bourget for her first placement.

Continued...
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“My first placement focuses on the administrative
side and that is what I came to Caressant Care
Bourget to do as a dietary aide. I started in June.
Then, in October, the Food and Nutrition Manager
left, and I was made acting FNM. It has been a
great learning opportunity for sure.”
As the FNM, Breanna is responsible for the
grocery orders for the home, scheduling staff,
working with dietary staff to develop the seasonal
menus specifically the switch over from fall to
winter as well as managing the food budget.
“This experience has been way more than I had I
ever expected exceeding the competencies
needed for my internship. I can’t thank Caressant
Care enough for this opportunity. The support has
been so wonderful.”
Sadly, Breanna leaves us in January to pursue her
second placement that will have a more clinical
focus.

Caressant Care Bourget

“I really enjoy working in long-term care and hope
someday I can come back here as a registered
dietitian.
We wish Breanna all the best and thank her for
stepping up to help.

New Year’s Resolutions: The Year
After the Pandemic
Age-Wise Solutions Inc. provides social
work services to Caressant Care homes.
Contributor: Krystin Rose, RSW Consulting Social
Worker at Caressant Care Bonnie Place and
Mary Bucke
Many people are welcoming 2021 with open arms after
the past year that has tested us in unimaginable ways.
The coronavirus pandemic had a global impact that will
continue affecting lives well into the New Year. Although,
hope is on the horizon with the recent distribution of
COVID-19 vaccines.
Continued...
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The new calendar year is traditionally a time to
make personal changes; so-called New Year’s
Resolutions. Typically, these are commitments
one makes about personal habits or lifestyle. The
most common resolutions are losing weight,
quitting smoking, saving money, and starting a
new exercise routine. Research shows that
about half of all adults make New Year’s
Resolutions. Although, fewer than ten percent
manage to keep them for more than a few
months.
Here are some tips to help you with setting and
achieving your New Year’s Resolutions:
1. Be realistic
2. Do one thing at a time
3. Set a time-frame
4. Tell someone your resolution
5. Change your behaviour with others
6. Don’t limit yourself.
New Year’s Resolutions are difficult for most
adults to sustain in the best of times. Although
these tips and tricks can be helpful in achieving
your goals, sometimes placing these
expectations to change or improve who we are
only places further pressure on ourselves.
Sticking to your New Year’s Resolution requires
a great deal of willpower. Imagine willpower like
a muscle, it can only exert itself so long before it
gives out; it’s an extremely limited mental
resource (Lehrer, 2009). The area of the brain
responsible for willpower is the prefrontal cortex,
located just behind the forehead and it has many
other things to worry about besides New Year’s
Resolutions. It is also in charge of handling
short-term memory, keeping us focussed and
problem solving.
A study conducted out of Stanford University
involved students divided into two groups. One
group was given a two-digit number to
remember, the other group was given a sevendigit number.

It's all about willpower
They were then told to walk down a hall where
they were offered a snack option: a chocolate cake or
a bowl of fruit. The results showed that the students
with the seven digits were nearly twice as likely to
choose the cake. According to the Professor, those
extra numbers took up valuable space in the brain – a
“cognitive load”, making it that much harder to resist a
dessert. To summarize, willpower is weak, so when
the prefrontal cortex is overworked, just a few extra
numbers – or New Year’s Resolutions – is all it takes
for the brain to start to give in to temptation.
Considering the so-called “extra numbers” we faced in
the 2020, our brains are not well-equipped for New
Year’s Resolutions that are not realistic. We are living
in unprecedented times. Our cognitive load has
increased to included frequent change and increased
tasks at work, constant worry for our health and our
families, and stress related to our individual
experiences with COVID-19. Instead, this year, might
we consider resolutions that focus on showing
empathy to ourselves. Set a goal to practice
some form of self-care within a reasonable time

Continued...
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frame, or show ourselves forgiveness for not living
up to the standard you may have set for yourself at
the beginning of 2020. Allow 2021 to be a year of
acceptance. Take a moment to acknowledge
yourself for how you manage, cope, and persevere
through one of the most extraordinary years of our
lifetime.

Connect with friends and family
Some simple concepts can be adapted to create
healthy and realistic New Year’s Resolutions. For
example, the Danish concept of hygee
(pronounced “hue-guh”) can easily be integrated
into your daily routine because it is about making
simple rituals out of everyday events, like listening
to your favourite song on the drive to work or using
a special cup for your favourite hot drink. It’s the
ability to not just be present but to enjoy the
present whether ordinary or extraordinary. Routine
and social connection also benefit our mental
health and are a great basis to use when choosing
a New Year’s Resolution, should you feel so
inclined.
Consider setting a goal to connect with friends and
family on a regular basis. While we all have
become familiar with social media and video calling
this past year, try taking your video calls outside for
a walk and show each other what you see on your
walk. If you’re looking to disconnect from the virtual
side of things these days opt for a mail club – send
a letter to a friend, the recipient adds to it and
sends it to the next person and so on until it returns
to the original sender. Photos and other small
meaningful items can be included.
Allow 2021 to be the year you validate your
feelings and needs. Hefty New Year’s Resolutions
may not ease the burden that we carry from the
year 2020.

The past year was tough, acknowledge
it, and give yourself the care you need to
both thrive and survive in 2021.
Happy New Year!
Source: Lehrer, J. (2009, December 26). Blame
It on the Brain.

Auld Lang Syne
By Robert Burns
Should auld acquaintance be forgot,
And never brought to mind?
Should auld acquaintance be forgot,
And auld lang syne!
For auld lang syne, my dear,
For auld lang syne.
We’ll tak a cup o’ kindness yet,
For auld lang syne.
And surely ye’ll be your pint stowp!
And surely I’ll be mine!
And we’ll tak a cup o’ kindness yet,
For auld lang syne.
We twa hae run about the braes,
And pou’d the gowans fine;
But we’ve wander’d mony a weary fit,
Sin’ auld lang syne.
We twa hae paidl’d in the burn,
Frae morning sun till dine;
But seas between us braid hae roar’d
Sin’ auld lang syne.
And there’s a hand, my trusty fere!
And gie’s a hand o’ thine!
And we’ll tak a right gude-willie waught,
For auld lang syne.
For auld lang syne, my dear,
For auld lang syne.
We’ll tak a cup o’ kindness yet,
For auld lang syne.
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On the Home Front
Courtland gets stain
glass window box
This January, Caressant Care Courtland will take delivery of a
beautiful stained glass window box for their chapel.
Known as the Good Shepherd Window Light Box, it is a story
more than two years in the making. Larry Innanen, who's
mother was a Resident at Caressant Courtland and loved the
chapel, contacted the home to organize the donation.
The Good Shepherd Window Light Box is the legacy of Ferenc
Nagy 1900-1952 and his beloved wife Piroska Nagy 19041950.
The Good Shepherd Window was placed in the Calvin
Presbyterian Hungarian Church, 21 Lansdowne Avenue, Delhi
Ontario (pictured below) as Ferenc Nagy was one of the
founding members of the church. When the church was listed

for sale, Ethel Nagy, John Nagy’s widow, was
approached by Mary Jane Kekes to inquire
about the removal of the window. Patricia
Innanen, John & Ethel’s daughter, and Ferenc
Nagy’s granddaughter arranged for the
window to be removed and restored by Roger
Chapman of Sunrise Stained Glass in London
and placed at Caressant Care in loving
memory of her grandfather and grandmother,
Ferenc and Piroska Nagy.
The inscription on the window box reads:
“I am the Good Shepherd” in Hungarian and
the dedication at the bottom reads: “ In loving
Memory of our parents Ferenc Nagy 19001952 and his beloved wife Piroska Nagy
1904-1950, both born in Hungary, by children
John Nagy and Elizabeth Nagy Monnier.
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Socially Speaking
The great thing about social media is how it connects us all
and allows folks to share their stories and comments that often serve to
inspire and acknowledge.
With that we are proud to share some examples of such
thoughts from Caressant Care’s social media channels including Facebook and
Twitter.
Re: Flyin High at The Maples Facebook post
`Donna Ranger Moorehead
Our activity people are wonderful. It really helps to pass the time & keep you in social situations. It is great
for us when we are missing our family & friends & lets you find others who also enjoy these days.
Unfortunately some of these people have no family & really need this sense of belonging.
Re: Sharing the love from one long-term care home to another Facebook post
`Anna Caballero Sadler
Thinking of you all be safe everyone

Just hang on tight You got this!

Re: Merry Christmas from Caressant Care Cobden Retirement Home Facebook post
`Colleen Valliant
What a wonderful idea getting Christmas pictures of all
the residents to share with their families who can't physically be there this
year! Merry Christmas to all the Staff and Residents!
Re: The Maples Home for Seniors would like to send a huge heartfelt thank you to the Hickson
Lion's Club Facebook post
`Cathy Sippel
Thank you so very much. Your thoughtfulness means the world to us.
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Thank you to our amazing Staff, Residents, Families and
Communities for your compassion and caring spirit during these
unprecedented times.

Be sure to follow us on facebook.com/CaressantCare and visit our
website www.caressantcare.com for the latest updates.

Caressant Care Connections is published 11 times per year for Staff,
Residents and Families.
Please send story ideas to Stuart Oakley, Communications and
Marketing Manager, soakley@caressantcare.com
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